
My own memories from Turin were from 34 yeats back, 
when I slept in our car at a Agip petron station. We had 
crossed the Alps in the dark hours and hit a rock that broke 
both a tyre and a shock absorber. The tyre we changed but 
for the other we could do nothing.
We crossed the Alps at night because our Ford Zodiac 
started breathiing steam under it’s heavy load of three men 
and luggage plus a trailer with two motorcycles, spare tyres, 
extra petron tank etc.
At five o’clock a million Vespas and Fiat 500-600s woke us 
up. We figured out that they were on the way to work at car 
factories. That was all there was to know about Turin before 
this winter.
How erong had I been. Turin appeared to be a beautiful and 
interesting city.
I usually have a terrible urge to his the slopes and was a bit 
annoyed about the delay of getting there. But staying at the 
lowlands certainly paid off.
Winter isn’t the best time for sight seeing in a city, but get-
ting around in Turin made one think what evetything might 
look like in summer. I bet quite a few of us will find that out 
some day.

The Synagogue of Movin Images
I am truly grateful to the Jewish congregation for not ap-
proving to the design of the new synagogue.
The city’s important men showed foresight by buying the 
peculian building the Museum of Independence of it and 
finally in 2000 the Museum of Cinema.

Sanctuary of Culinarism 
As pleasing as the museum was to one’s cultural taste was 

Sestriere, Italia

the restaurant San Giorgio to one’s culinary taste. Between 
river Po an the fake Medieval Castle, the old restaurant of-
fered us foretaste of what was to be expected of the rest of 
the week. Last yearäs SCIJ meeting in Val di Fiemme 

Some skiing, too
Vias Lattea, Milky Way, as the main skiing area is called 
consists of four resorts: Sause d’Oulx, Sansicario, Cesana, 
Sestriere, Claviere and Montgenevre. You can take the Gran 
Comba and Chadonne lifts up to Eastern Sauze d’Oulx and 
go on from slope to lift to slope to lift to slope and so on 
through 92 lifts and 140 slopes untill you reach the west-
ernmost corner in Montgenevre. You will have crossed 400 
km of slopes if you did not turn once. Doing those turns 
typical to alpine skiing you will have increased you journey 
considerably.

Super-super-SL
Our championship rece took place on the fis super slalom 
slope and the track was shorter than usual. At the first check-
up the steep part looked a bit... steep, but as usual, when you 
have a tarting number on you and you hear”GO” the track is 
not bad and after a few turns and a few mistakes the whole 
thing is over.
Yes, it’s over, and very few of us will stand on the podium, 
but the rest will not. Not ever! Well, let’s see next year. Any-
way, winning is not important, but it’s allways nice to buy a 
beer to the next guy.

CCR
Usually CCR means Creedence Cleawater Revival, but in 
this context. Or maybe a little. The cc ski trail consisted of 3 

Without a place where to meet, 
ski and party together, SCIJ was 
facing a boring winter. Don’t 
know who the primus motor was, 
but incredible work was done in 
equally incredible time to organ-
ise a memorable week for us 
in Piemonte north-
western Italy.

km climing on the left side of a narrow cleawater river. After 
crossing a bridge you squatted in the egg position and slid 
another 3 km at the speed of 50 km/h. Hade someone falled 
on a blind curve in front of you, you would have enden up in 
the river. Well, no-one did, but wasn’t it a nice thought?
Anyway, the day was sunny and warm in the windles valley 
and the atmosphere was more like on a family picnick. The 
traditional Dutch pea soup and hot wine hid the bitternes of 
losing and nobody really cared who won except the winners.

Post tour
Some skiing was squeezed between endless lunches and din-
ners. Several courses even for lunch and always a suitable 
wine with each course. Sometimes we had to hurry from the 
lunch to get to the dinner on time. Even though the Ital-
ians are used to have their dinner much later than we more 
northern SCIJers. 
However, in Cuseo we had time to visit an old churh, and 
do some shopping at the market. Cuneo’s centre is built like 
that of Turin. On a rainy day, you don’t get wet except when 
crossing a street. 
We also visited a small town called Vernante, famous for 
Pinocchio murals and festival.  
After all this we had time to ski at Limone Piemonte, one of 
the oldest and at a time finest ski resorts in Italy. The town 
was full of fine hotels and great restarants. We dined in one 
recommended in Michelin catalogue. 
The ski area had well prepared slopes, but the ski lifts were 
out date. A double chair lift to from centre to the ski area. 
However, our skiing guide was an owner of the ski school. 
He was also the communist mayor and a surgeon in a Cuneo 
hospital of Limone
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Borgo Medievale,  
copy of a medieval cas-
tle was built in 1884 to 
to a pavilion for the In-
ternational Exhibition.
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YES. The 
Italian team 
did it again.


